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Abstract—Motivated by extreme multi-label classifica-
tion applications, we consider training deep learning mod-
els over sparse data in multi-GPU servers. The variance
in the number of non-zero features across training batches
and the intrinsic GPU heterogeneity combine to limit accu-
racy and increase the time to convergence. We address these
challenges with Adaptive SGD, an adaptive elastic model
averaging stochastic gradient descent algorithm for het-
erogeneous multi-GPUs that is characterized by dynamic
scheduling, adaptive batch size scaling, and normalized
model merging. Instead of statically partitioning batches to
GPUs, batches are routed based on the relative processing
speed. Batch size scaling assigns larger batches to the faster
GPUs and smaller batches to the slower ones, with the goal
to arrive at a steady state in which all the GPUs perform the
same number of model updates. Normalized model merging
computes optimal weights for every GPU based on the
assigned batches such that the combined model achieves
better accuracy. We show experimentally that Adaptive
SGD outperforms four state-of-the-art solutions in time-
to-accuracy and is scalable with the number of GPUs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning models have been shown to achieve high

accuracy for many classification problems across diverse

application domains, including speech recognition [10],

finance [8], and renewable energy [19]. However, this is

heavily dependent on the amount of training data and

the size of the model. As these two values increase,

building accurate deep learning models becomes time-

consuming even on specialized hardware accelerators

such as GPUs [9] and TPUs [24] because of their

reduced memory—which requires many slow data trans-

fers with the CPU [4]. Thus, in order to scale training,

parallel processing across multiple GPUs [6], [13] be-

comes a necessity. This approach is facilitated by the

preponderance of multi-GPU computing architectures

both on supercomputers [30] and in the cloud [28].

Extreme Multi-label Classification (XML). We consider

extreme multi-label classification as a motivating appli-

cation for our work. The objective in XML is to tag

a data point with the most relevant subset of labels

from an extremely large set that can contain up to

millions of possible labels. The Extreme Classification

Repository [2] contains an exhaustive collection of real

Fig. 1: Multi-GPU heterogeneity on training a deep

learning model with an identical batch of sparse data.

datasets, code, and experimental results for XML algo-

rithms. In a typical dataset (Table I), the feature vector,

as well as the associated labels, are highly sparse, thus

processing requires sparse linear algebra operations. This

is quite different from the image classification bench-

marks – which are based on dense linear algebra – used

almost exclusively to evaluate the existing multi-GPU

training algorithms [9], [25], [13]. AttentionXML [23],

DeepXML [7], and LightXML [12] are some of the

most recent deep learning XML algorithms that achieve

the highest accuracy. Although these algorithms use

complex learning architectures, such as the transformer

model, tree-based models, and generative cooperative

networks, they achieve top-1 accuracy below 50% even

after training for hours on multi-GPU servers.

Heterogeneity in Multi-GPU Architectures. We argue

that an important reason for the high XML training

time is the uniform handling of multiple GPUs. There

are two major sources of heterogeneity in a multi-GPU

architecture for training on sparse data. The first source

is due to the differences among identical GPUs. The

clock rate and memory latency display oscillations on

GPUs with the same model from the same vendor. This

effect is amplified when multiple GPUs are integrated

on the same server, in which case the execution time

varies within observable ranges. For example, given the

same training batch, the gap between the fastest and

slowest GPU is as large as 32% when performing an

epoch of the training algorithm on a server with 4

NVIDIA V100 GPUs (Figure 1). The second source of
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heterogeneity is specific to sparse data. The number of

non-zero features varies significantly among the training

samples. When we partition training data into batches,

it is almost impossible to guarantee that every batch

contains the same number of non-zeros. Since sparse

linear algebra operations are sensitive to the cardinality

of their input, the effect is variation in processing across

batches. The combination of these two factors results

in significant differences among GPUs, which impacts

negatively the time-to-accuracy of the training algorithm.

Problem. We investigate multi-GPU training algorithms

for deep learning. We consider two dimensions of this

problem that have not been adequately addressed before.

We target sparse training data with sparse labels having

high dimensionality as found in XML classification

tasks. The second dimension is the heterogeneity of the

environment consisting of GPUs that exhibit significant

variance in executing identical tasks. When data sparsity

and GPU heterogeneity are combined, the delay among

GPUs at the synchronization barriers becomes a severe

bottleneck that can hinder time-to-accuracy dramatically.

Solutions focused exclusively on determining the optimal

synchronization frequency are challenging since they de-

pend both on the data and the relative GPU performance.

Instead we target adaptive algorithms that monitor the

execution continuously and configure the workload for

every GPU according to its relative performance. This

introduces variation across the local models trained by

different GPUs, which requires the design of an appro-

priate model merging scheme.

Contributions. We introduce Adaptive SGD – an adap-

tive elastic model averaging stochastic gradient descent

algorithm for heterogeneous multi-GPUs – characterized

by dynamic scheduling, adaptive batch size scaling, and

normalized model merging:

• Instead of statically assigning batches to GPUs, in

dynamic scheduling batches are allocated based on

the relative GPU processing speed. This process is

controlled by fixing the number of training samples

processed between two model merging stages.

• Since execution-driven allocation can lead to a differ-

ent number of model updates across GPUs – which is

problematic for accuracy – batch size scaling assigns

larger batches to the faster GPUs and smaller batches

to the slower ones, with the goal to arrive at a steady

state in which all the GPUs perform the same number

of model updates. The batch sizes are continuously

updated following a linear function that quantifies the

deviation from the expected number of updates, while

guaranteeing a minimum degree of GPU utilization

and imposing strict bounds on model replica staleness.

• Normalized model merging computes optimal weights

for every GPU based on the assigned batches. The un-

derlying principle is to prioritize the replicas updated

more frequently and – secondarily – with gradients

derived from larger batch sizes. In order to increase the

importance of the relevant model replicas, perturbation

is added to the normalized weights when the replicas

are well-regularized.

We implement Adaptive SGD in a new framework for

sparse deep learning on multiple GPUs and compare

its performance against four alternative methods. Due

to the careful handling of heterogeneity – which allows

a more thorough exploration of the optimization space –

Adaptive SGD outperforms all the competitors in time-

to-accuracy. In fact, Adaptive SGD always achieves the

highest accuracy among all the algorithms. Moreover, as

we increase the number of GPUs, Adaptive SGD exhibits

both faster time-to-accuracy and less epochs to achieve

an accuracy target. This confirms its superior scalability.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). SGD is the most

common method to train deep learning models [3]. At

high-level, SGD iteratively computes the gradient of the

loss function – which is a measure of the error between

the predicted and the true labels – over the training

dataset and moves the model in the opposite direction

of the gradient—which results in a decrease of the error.

In practice, the gradient is only estimated from a batch

of training samples. SGD requires three passes over

the DNN. In the forward pass, the predicted labels are

computed based on the current model. The backward

pass implements the chain rule of calculus for computing

the gradient of a composite function starting from the

predicted labels. The third pass – which is also forward

– updates the model with the computed gradient using

the learning rate hyperparameter. SGD can be stopped

either after a fixed number of iterations, i.e., epochs, or

when there is no significant drop in the error.

The performance of a deep learning model is assessed by

measuring its error/accuracy in predicting the labels of a

test dataset that is not used in training. This measure is

known as test accuracy. The goal of training is to reduce

the time to reach a target level of test accuracy, i.e., time-

to-accuracy. Two factors determine the time-to-accuracy.

The first is the number of epochs required by SGD,

known as statistical efficiency, while the second factor

is the execution time of an epoch—known as hardware

efficiency. These two factors are themselves dependent
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on the hyperparameters – batch size and learning rate –

of the SGD algorithm.

The standard approach to parallelize SGD is to partition

the samples across the available GPUs and allocate a sep-

arate model replica to every GPU. Model replica transfer

and synchronization become the dominant challenges in

this setting. Depending on how they are addressed, two

parallel SGD strategies are possible.

Gradient Aggregation. Gradient aggregation – or syn-

chronous SGD [5] – requires all the GPUs to have

an identical replica of the model at every epoch. This

guarantees that the same model is used to compute

the gradient by every GPU and local gradients can be

aggregated following a sound formula. In an epoch,

every GPU computes a partial gradient from a batch

of training samples having the same size across all

the GPUs and the identical model replica. The partial

gradients are aggregated – summed or averaged – by

coordinating all the GPUs. The aggregated gradient is

shared among all the GPUs and applied to update every

local model replica. Once this is done, the next epoch

can begin. The synchronization imposed by gradient

aggregation at every epoch is the main limitation of syn-

chronous SGD—known as the straggler problem [13].

Asynchronous SGD [17], [21], [18], [15], [1] transforms

gradient aggregation into a completely asynchronous

process in which a GPU transitions to the next epoch

immediately after its partial gradient is added to the

aggregated gradient. The value accumulated thus far

is used to update its local model replica. However, if

performed over a large number of epochs, asynchronous

SGD can result in poor convergence.

Elastic Model Averaging. The elastic model averaging

strategy [26] – or K-step averaging [27] – is a trade-

off between synchronous and asynchronous SGD. It

alleviates the burden in synchronous SGD by perform-

ing synchronization only after a predefined number of

epochs—or batches. The model divergence issue from

asynchronous SGD is addressed by averaging model

replicas instead of gradients. By controlling the syn-

chronization frequency, elastic model averaging gen-

eralizes gradient aggregation. It becomes synchronous

SGD when aggregation is performed after every epoch—

notice that gradient and model averaging are equivalent

in this case. When the frequency is set to infinity and the

local gradient/model replicas are references to a shared

global gradient/model, elastic model averaging morphs

into asynchronous SGD. While the synchronization cost

is amortized, this does not eliminate the straggler prob-

lem since the delay among GPUs is cumulated across

epochs. The delay depends both on the discrepancy

between GPUs, as well as on data sparsity, and can

vary from one epoch to another. In general, the reduction

over gradient aggregation is inversely proportional to the

synchronization frequency—the higher the frequency,

the lower the reduction.

III. ADAPTIVE SGD

Elastic model averaging imposes a strict requirement that

every GPU has to process the same number of batches

with the same size between two model averaging stages.

This guarantees that every model replica is updated the

same number of times with gradients approximated from

samples with the same cardinality. Thus, averaging is

straightforward. In a heterogeneous multi-GPU environ-

ment, this requirement exacerbates the straggler problem

by increasing the waiting time of the faster GPUs and

reducing their utilization. Ultimately, this increases the

time-to-accuracy.

We address the limitation of elastic model averaging with

continuous monitoring of the GPU execution, dynamic

scheduling, and adaptive batch size scaling. Since mon-

itoring is performed only at the synchronization points,

its overhead is negligible because it overlaps with model

transfer and merging. Instead of statically assigning

batches to GPUs for every model averaging stage, in

dynamic scheduling batches are dispatched one-by-one

based on GPU availability. Whenever a GPU finishes an

epoch, it is assigned the next batch. Similar to elastic

model averaging, this process is controlled by fixing the

number of training samples processed between model

merging stages—we call these samples a mega-batch.

As depicted in Figure 2, dynamic scheduling can lead

to a different number of model updates across GPUs—3

updates for GPU 1 and 2 updates for GPU 2. This creates

an impediment for model averaging because the replicas

are not on the same time horizon. In our example, the

replica on GPU 1 is one step ahead of the replica on

GPU 2. In order to mitigate the stale replica problem,

we design an adaptive batch size scaling mechanism

that is performed during model merging. The goal of

batch size scaling is to assign larger batches to the faster

GPUs and smaller batches to the slower ones, such that

they perform the same number of model updates—as

shown for the second mega-batch in Figure 2. While

this brings the replicas on the same time horizon, it also

requires significant changes to the SGD algorithm. First,

the batch size corresponding to every GPU has to be

adequately determined. The dynamic modification of the

batch size also requires an update of the correspond-

ing learning rate. Thus, both of these hyperparameters
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Fig. 2: Adaptive elastic SGD on heterogeneous multi-GPUs.

become instances associated with every GPU, rather

than being global for the SGD algorithm. This leads

to the second change. Model merging has to carefully

consider the differences across replicas, including the

hyperparameters – batch size and learning rate – as

well as the magnitude of the model parameters. We

discuss the technical details of the resulting Adaptive

SGD algorithm in the following sections.

Algorithm 1 Batch Size Scaling

Input: current batch size bi and learning rate lri
number of model replica updates ui for GPU i
minimum bmin and maximum bmax batch size

batch size scaling parameter β
Output: updated batch size bi and learning rate lri

1: Average model updates: µ̃ ← (
∑

i ui) /|GPU|
⊲ Scale batch size and learning rate

2: for all GPUi do

3: if ui > µ̃ and bi + β · (ui − µ̃) ≤ bmax then

4: lri ← lri · (bi + β · (ui − µ̃))/bi
5: bi ← bi + β · (ui − µ̃)
6: else if ui < µ̃ and bi − β · (µ̃− ui) ≥ bmin then

7: lri ← lri · (bi − β · (µ̃− ui))/bi
8: bi ← bi − β · (µ̃− ui)
9: end for

A. Batch Size Scaling

The batch size scaling procedure is presented in Algo-

rithm 1. The goal is to arrive at a steady state in which all

the GPUs perform the same number of replica updates.

By default, the algorithm is executed after every mega-

batch. However, if stability is achieved or the system

enters an oscillatory state, the frequency at which scaling

is performed can be increased. The algorithm targets to

compute an updated batch size bi and learning rate lri
for every GPU i based on their corresponding number

of model updates ui. Since the update to the learning

rate is completely determined by the linear scaling rule

introduced in [9], the main challenge is how to update the

batch size. After experimenting with several functions,

we settle for linear update with a parameter β determined

empirically. The batch size bi is increased/decreased by

a factor proportional to the deviation of the number of

updates ui from the average number of updates µ̃ across

all GPUs.

In order to guarantee a minimum degree of GPU utiliza-

tion, the minimum batch size is bounded by a threshold

bmin. A symmetric bound bmax controls the maximum

size of a batch that fits in the GPU memory. bmin and

bmax are derived from the mega-batch size such that

the discrepancy between the number of model updates

performed across GPUs is restricted. Otherwise, some

GPUs dominate the SGD algorithm, rendering the others

ineffective—they can be removed without impacting the

SGD time-to-accuracy. Moreover, bmin and bmax allow for

analytical characterization of batch size scaling. Assum-

ing an equal number of model updates across GPUs, the

convergence behavior of SGD with batch size scaling

is within the range of elastic model averaging with a

batch size between bmin and bmax. When the number

of updates varies, these thresholds impose bounds on

replica staleness, allowing the application of convergence

results from stale synchronous SGD [11], [14].

B. Normalized Model Merging

While batch size scaling aims to arrive at the same

number of model replica updates across all the GPUs,

this cannot be achieved instantaneously—or at all. Thus,
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Algorithm 2 Normalized Model Merging

Input: current global model w, previous global

model wp, model replica wi for every GPU i
batch size bi and learning rate lri
number of model replica updates ui

perturbation threshold pertthr and factor δ
momentum hyperparameter γ

Output: updated global model w
⊲ Compute the normalization weights

1: Let αi be the weight corresponding GPU i
2: if ui = uj , ∀i, j ∈ GPU then αi ← bi/ (

∑
i bi)

3: else αi ← ui/ (
∑

i ui)
⊲ Add perturbation to min/max weights

4: if ||wi||2/|w| < pertthr, ∀i ∈ GPU then

5: r ← argmaxi {ui}, s ← argmini {ui}
6: αr ← (1 + δ) · αr, αs ← (1− δ) · αs

7: end if

⊲ Compute and update the global model

8: w′ ←
∑

i αi · wi + γ · (w − wp)
9: wp ← w, w ← w′

model merging has to consider both cases with and with-

out identical number of updates when deriving the global

model from the local replicas. Moreover, merging has to

account for the difference in batch size. Algorithm 2

is a general model merging procedure that handles

these cases methodically. The underlying principle is

to prioritize the replicas updated more frequently and

– secondarily – with gradients derived from larger batch

sizes. This leads to weighted average model merging,

where the weights are normalized either based on the

batch size – when the number of model updates are

identical – or the number of updates itself. In the first

case, larger batch sizes generate more accurate gradients,

thus, more accurate models. For the second case, the

choice to normalize exclusively based on the number of

model updates requires some discussion. This situation

is more likely to appear for the first mega-batches, before

batch size scaling guides the Adaptive SGD algorithm to

a steady state. Since the model is farther from the global

minimum, a wider exploration is beneficial to identify

the appropriate direction—and hyperparameters. This is

similar to the warmup approach [9]. An alternative for

later stages is to normalize based on the product between

the number of updates and the batch size.

In order to increase the importance of the most up-

dated replica, Algorithm 2 adds perturbations to the

normalized weights. This is done by increasing the

weight corresponding to the most updated replica and

decreasing the weight for the replica with the fewest

updates accordingly. The degree of increase/decrease

is controlled by the perturbation factor δ, which is a

parameter defined by the user and set by default to 0.1.

It is important to notice that this weight modification

can result in denormalization—the sum of the weights

α is not equal to 1 anymore. In order to restrict the

eventual impact of denormalization, we apply weight

perturbation only when all the model replicas are well

regularized. We quantify model regularization by the L2-

norm per model parameter measure, i.e., L2-norm di-

vided by model dimensionality. Since large values of the

L2-norm correspond to unregularized models – skewed

along one or more dimensions – weight perturbation is

applied only when the L2-norm per model parameter is

below a threshold pertthr for all the replicas—pertthr is

set by default to 0.1 and can be tuned by the user. This

ensures that no skewed parameters are amplified by the

denormalized weights.

The final step in Algorithm 2 is to update the global

model. This process consists in computing the weighted

average of the local replicas using the normalized – and

perturbed – weights. Rather than directly assigning this

value to the global model, we follow the SGD momen-

tum update rule [20], in which the current and previous

global model are combined with the merged replicas.

Momentum preserves a stable convergence trajectory

while avoiding reactive oscillations. The scale of the past

models is controlled by the momentum hyperparameter

γ—set to 0.9 according to the literature [20].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The Adaptive SGD algorithm for heterogeneous multi-

GPUs is implemented in the HeteroGPU framework for

sparse deep learning. In this section, we present the

HeteroGPU architecture and workflow. Then, we discuss

a series of optimizations to enhance the performance of

the GPU code, including CUDA kernel fusion and multi-

stream all-reduce model merging.

Architecture and Workflow. The architecture of Het-

eroGPU together with the main tasks performed by every

component are depicted in Figure 3. HeteroGPU consists

of multiple asynchronous GPU managers corresponding

to every GPU in the system – four in this example –

and a central dynamic scheduler. They are implemented

as stand-alone asynchronous threads that communicate

through event messages.

The GPU manager is in charge of the resources and

execution of its assigned GPU. It coordinates the data

transfers between CPU and GPU, and invokes the CUDA
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Fig. 3: System implementation architecture and workflow.

kernels. The execution of an epoch of the SGD algorithm

requires moving the training batch and the model replica

– only at the beginning of a mega-batch – to the GPU

and then invoking linear algebra kernels for gradient

computation and replica update. Although the GPU

manager provides thread isolation for these operations,

there is a significant degree of interference in the CUDA

environment scheduler – which is shared across GPUs

– due to multiple GPU managers launching CUDA

kernels simultaneously. The interference manifests by

a large kernel startup overhead—which increases with

the number of GPUs. HeteroGPU addresses this issue

by kernel fusion in event-based asynchronous execution

streams. Specifically, small kernels that perform prim-

itive operations, e.g., element-wise linear algebra, are

grouped into a large kernel. The GPU manager invokes

this kernel in an independent stream and monitors its

completion using events that bypass the global CUDA

environment. The intermediate output of kernel invoca-

tions is kept in the GPU memory in order to reduce data

movement. Nonetheless, advanced memory management

strategies that work at hidden layer granularity [22]

can also be supported. The other major task performed

by the GPU manager is model merging at mega-batch

boundaries. This is realized with an all-reduce procedure

that involves direct data transfers among GPUs.

The most common task of the dynamic scheduler is

to assign data batches of different size to the GPU

managers. The size of the batches is determined in

the batch size scaling procedure—performed at the end

of processing a mega-batch. The computation of the

normalized model merging weights is also performed at

this stage. As shown in Algorithm 1 and 2, these require

the number of model replica updates executed by every

GPU manager—which are recorded by the scheduler

when batches are dispatched. The overhead of these

tasks is reduced, making the scheduler a relatively low

utilized component. While model merging is performed

exclusively by the GPU managers – with the normalized

weights computed by the scheduler – model update

requires the combination of the merged model with the

current and previous global model. This operation can be

executed either on every GPU or by the scheduler. We

opt for the second alternative because it requires fewer

data transfers between CPU and GPU.

All-reduce Model Merging. Model merging is imple-

mented as an all-reduce operation in the HeteroGPU

framework. This diminishes the load on the dynamic

scheduler, avoiding eventual bottlenecks. In all-reduce

model merging, the aggregate – in this case weighted

average – is computed through multi-round data parti-

tioning such that all the GPUs end up with the overall

aggregated model. While the NCCL [29] multi-GPU

communication library provides all-reduce methods, they

lack support for multi-streams – which precludes the

overlap between model transfer and reduction compu-

tation – or are optimized for a multi-server setting—

which is not compatible with our single-server scope.

Therefore, we implement specialized tree- and ring-

based multi-stream all-reduce aggregation functions. The

local replica models are split into a fixed number of parti-

tions, which are allocated to a separate GPU processing

stream. The optimal number of partitions – and GPU

streams – is empirically determined to be equal with the

number of GPUs in the system. Every stream performs

the all-reduce aggregation starting from a different GPU.
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dataset features classes training samples testing samples avg features per sample avg classes per sample

Amazon-670k 135,909 670,091 490,449 153,025 76 5
Delicious-200k 782,585 205,443 196,606 100,095 302 75

TABLE I: Experimental datasets for XML classification.

This results in complete overlap between data transfer

and computation. While the NCCL tree-based implemen-

tation is more efficient on a single stream, the multi-

stream ring-based all-reduce function performs model

merging at least twice as fast. Thus, this is the method

used throughout the experiments.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We pursue multiple objectives in the experimental eval-

uation. Due to space limitations, we include only the

two most important topics here and direct the reader

to the public technical report [16] available online for

complete details. First, we assess the overall performance

of the proposed Adaptive SGD by comparing it with

four well-known baseline algorithms. Second, we check

if the specific heterogeneous multi-GPU characteristics

of Adaptive SGD have a tangible effect on training. To

this end, the questions we ask in the experiments are:

• How does Adaptive SGD compare with Elastic SGD,

TensorFlow, CROSSBOW, and SLIDE in terms of

time-to-accuracy and statistical efficiency?

• How scalable is Adaptive SGD?

• Do batch size scaling and perturbed model merging

get invoked in practice and how often?

A. Setup

Baseline Methods. We include four alternative methods

in the experimental evaluation. Three of them are multi-

GPU SGD algorithms that do not consider heterogeneity,

while the fourth is the SLIDE [31] system, which pro-

vides a CPU-optimized SGD algorithm for sparse data.

The three multi-GPU alternatives are TensorFlow [32] –

which implements gradient aggregation – elastic model

averaging, and the CROSSBOW [13] synchronous model

averaging. We follow the experimental testbed for XML

classification used in the SLIDE system. In addition to

the SLIDE implementation, this testbed includes Tensor-

Flow single-GPU code, which we extend to multi-GPUs

both with the mirrored and central storage strategy. Since

the mirrored strategy proves superior, we include only

these TensorFlow results in the paper. We implement the

remaining three methods – CROSSBOW, elastic model

averaging (Elastic SGD), and the proposed Adaptive

SGD – in the HeteroGPU framework, which is a C++

prototype. We do not use the original CROSSBOW

implementation because it lacks support for sparse data.

The GPU code is written in CUDA 11.2, with primitives

from the NVIDIA cuSPARSE library for the sparse

linear algebra operations. The training data are stored

in the sparse libSVM format.

Datasets and Model. We use two standard datasets

for XML classification in our experiments—Amazon-

670k and Delicious-200k [2]. Their characteristics are

displayed in Table I. Both datasets have a very large

number of classes and high-dimensional sparse input

features, as shown by the average number of non-

zero classes/features per sample. They are used to eval-

uate the performance of the SLIDE algorithm on a

3-layer Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) model having

ReLU layer activation, softmax multi-class probability,

and cross-entropy loss function. In order to maintain

compatibility, we keep the same model configuration in

our experiments. The best XML algorithms – which are

considerably more complex than the model used in these

experiments – achieve top-1 accuracy below 50% on

these datasets, while requiring hours to train and GB-

size models [2]. Thus, the presented results have to be

interpreted in this context.

Methodology. We execute every algorithm for the same

amount of time. We measure the top-1 accuracy on the

testing dataset after processing every mega-batch. This

allows us to compute the time-to-accuracy, statistical

efficiency, and hardware efficiency. All the algorithms

are initialized with the same model, which gives the

same initial loss. The initial values of the model weights

are randomly drawn from a normal distribution with

standard deviation equal to the number of units in every

layer. The initial batch size – set to bmax – is chosen

such that the GPU memory – and utilization – are

maximized. bmin is set to a value 8 times smaller than

bmax, while the batch size scaling parameter β to half

of bmin. The optimal learning rate for bmax is found

by griding its range in powers of 10 and selecting

the value that achieves the best accuracy across all the

algorithms. The learning rates for the other batch sizes

are determined based on the linear scaling rule [9]. The

same hyperparameters are used for all the algorithms.

The time to load the data and evaluate the accuracy are

not included in timing measurements.

Hardware. We execute the experiments on a server with

4 NVIDIA Volta V100 GPUs, each with 16 GB of
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Fig. 4: Time-to-accuracy for a given number of GPUs.

RAM. The server has a 16-core (32 threads) Intel 6226R

Cascade Lake CPU with 192 GB of RAM and is running

the Ubuntu 16.04.7 operating system.

B. Results

Time-to-accuracy. The time-to-accuracy measure is the

most relevant metric to evaluate a training algorithm

because it assesses the wall-clock time to achieve a

certain level of accuracy. The shorter this time is, the less

resources an algorithm uses. Figure 4 depicts time-to-

accuracy for all the considered GPU methods. When the

testing configuration has a single GPU, all the methods

become mini-batch SGD. Since Elastic and Adaptive

SGD are both implemented in HeteroGPU and use the

same model update rule, they are identical—the reason

they are depicted by a single curve. The model update in

CROSSBOW includes the deviation of the local replica

from the global model, thus, the different behavior.

The TensorFlow curve is completely separate from the

others because of the different implementation. There are

several common trends across the two datasets. Adaptive

SGD achieves the highest accuracy among all the meth-

ods in the shortest interval of time. This is the case for all

the GPU configurations. The improvement over Elastic

GPU proves the benefits of variable batch sizes and

weighted model averaging. Without these, the delay from

the slower GPUs increases the time to process a mega-

batch. Moreover, the variation in batch size adds more

variability to the local model replicas, which reflects

in a more generalizable global model. Another trend

is TensorFlow’s considerably slower time-to-accuracy.

There are two reasons for this. First, the execution of

an SGD epoch and mirrored all-reduce aggregation are

slower. Second, the global model is updated after every

batch. In the case of Adaptive and Elastic SGD, the

global model is updated only after a mega-batch having

the size of 100 batches. CROSSBOW displays the most

variability across the two datasets. It achieves much bet-

ter accuracy on Delicious-200k than on Amazon-670k.

This discrepancy is due to the sensitive global model

update that can lead to divergent local replicas. There are

two manifestations of the divergence. First, there is poor

accuracy—the case for Amazon-670k. Second, there is

instability—the case for Delicious-200k. While periodic

replica recalibration can alleviate the divergence, the

trigger and frequency of this operation are not well-

defined. Nonetheless, the gap to Adaptive SGD is quite

significant—especially for Amazon-670k.

Scalability. In order to analyze the training scalability of

Adaptive SGD, we plot the time-to-accuracy (Figure 5a)

and statistical efficiency (Figure 5b) as a function of

the number of GPUs. We also include the curves for

the optimized SLIDE algorithm as a CPU baseline in

the figures. The benefit of using multiple GPUs is clear

for the Amazon-670k dataset, where the accuracy on 4

GPUs is clearly better than on 2 and 1 GPU, respectively.

This proves the importance of adaptive batch size scaling
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(a) Time-to-accuracy (b) Statistical efficiency

Fig. 5: Time-to-accuracy (a) and statistical efficiency (b) comparison between Adaptive SGD and SLIDE.

and normalized model merging. On the Delicious-200k

dataset, the impact made by adding more GPUs is not so

straightforward. The 4 GPUs configuration provides only

a limited reduction in the time to reach the maximum

accuracy over 2 GPUs. Moreover, these multi-GPU

configurations require more epochs to ramp-up accuracy

compared to the single GPU setting. Nonetheless, 4

GPUs always achieve the highest accuracy in the shortest

time interval. Compared to SLIDE, all the Adaptive

SGD GPU configurations – including single GPU – are

superior to the optimized CPU algorithm. This is due to

the much higher hardware efficiency of the GPU over

CPU since the CPU statistical efficiency is net superior

(Figure 5b). The reason is the higher number of model

updates. Consequently, while specialized algorithms are

valuable, they cannot easily outperform adequately tuned

solutions on superior computing architectures.

Do batch size scaling and perturbation activate in Adap-

tive SGD? Although batch size scaling and perturbed

model merging are part of the Adaptive SGD algorithm,

their activation is conditioned by certain triggers. Batch

scaling happens only when the GPUs process a different

number of replica updates, while perturbation is added

to model merging only when all the replicas are well-

regularized. In order to quantify how often these condi-

tions are met during training, we plot the evolution of the

batch size for every GPU in Figure 6a and the activation

frequency of perturbation in Figure 6b. We observe how

the batch size changes across GPUs after every mega-

batch. The batch sizes are initialized with the maximum

allowable value and fluctuate until they converge to a

limited range in which the number of updates to the local

replicas stabilize. At this point, all the GPUs perform

a synchronized operation that is optimal for training.

The perturbation frequency is controlled by the threshold

pertthr—set to 0.10 following an empirical study. From

Figure 6b, we see that perturbation is added to merging

with a very high frequency, meaning that the local

replicas are well-regularized. These results confirm that

the novel characteristics of Adaptive SGD are the source

for its improved performance.

C. Summary

Based on the presented results, we can answer the

questions raised at the beginning of this section:

• Due to the careful handling of heterogeneity – which

allows a more thorough exploration of the optimization

space – Adaptive SGD outperforms all the competitors

in time-to-accuracy. In fact, Adaptive SGD achieves

the highest accuracy among all the algorithms. In

terms of statistical efficiency, SLIDE requires fewer

epochs to achieve a certain level of accuracy due

to the larger number of model updates performed

across multiple CPU threads. However, this requires

substantially longer time than Adaptive SGD.

• As we increase the number of GPUs, Adaptive SGD

exhibits both faster time-to-accuracy – which is ex-

pected – as well as higher overall accuracy—which

cannot be reached by any of the other methods.

• Adaptive batch size scaling and normalized model

merging with perturbation – the two identifying char-

acteristics of Adaptive SGD – are frequently invoked

during execution, which confirms that they are the

reason for the superior Adaptive SGD performance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduce Adaptive SGD, an adaptive

elastic model averaging stochastic gradient descent al-

gorithm for heterogeneous multi-GPUs. Adaptive SGD

addresses the challenges raised by parallel training large

deep learning models on sparse data with dynamic

scheduling, adaptive batch size scaling, and normalized

model merging. We provide an implementation of Adap-

tive SGD and compare its performance against four

existing methods. The results show that Adaptive SGD

outperforms all the other solutions in time-to-accuracy

and confirm its scalability with the number of GPUs. A
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(a) Batch size scaling (b) Perturbation frequency

Fig. 6: The batch size of a GPU is adaptively scaled (a) and perturbation is frequently added to normalized model

merging (b) after processing every mega-batch.

considerably extended version of the paper is available

as an online technical report [16].
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